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Foreword
It’s always wonderful to hold in your hands a new creation, filled with the promise of good adventure, an abundance of
clever ideas, and even just a bit of sly wit. It is even more wonderful when you are holding (as in my case) a work that is
done by people you know and trust. And finally, that promise is even more justified when you hold in your hands a work
put together by as skillful a team as this one, people who are not only creative and talented but are writing in a world
and a setting they really enjoy.

B
ut enough of all my blathering about how good this
book is. You can judge that for yourself without all
my hyperbole—as well you should. Nonetheless

you’ll have to excuse me for my enthusiasm. The planes
have always held a special meaning for me, ever since I cre-
ated the Planescape® setting. It was, and has always been,
an opportunity for unbridled creativity. In the planes,
designers can stretch their imaginations to create colorful,
wondrous, and bizarre worlds for you to visit. They can
create places and characters to enthrall you as you read.

However, this is not just a literary exercise. Planes need to
be more than just oddities of description, even ones as
strange and curious as the Sundered
Star or the Maze. This is a game. The
most wonderful places ever imagined
do precious little good if you can’t have
a good adventure there. The talent
shown in these planes is in the possi-
bilities that exist for experience, riches,
and the chance to bash some heads.
“Dull” is not a word you want to hear
describing your adventures, so these
planes are anything but dull.

But making a setting rich with the
potential for good adventures hardly lets
a creator off the hook. It is still up to the
writer to make that potential come alive.
And that is where you come in. You are part of this creative
team, even if you don’t realize it. Now, the task can seem
daunting. Your players face so many challenges, it can be hard
to know where to begin. So, to help you make the most of
the material in this book, here’s some unsolicited advice.

Don’t make surviving the elements the goal. Some
planes are extraordinarily harsh. They’ll suck the life energy
out of you or shred your skin in howling winds without the
right protections. Don’t make players spend all their time
worrying about the elements. Yes, they need to find a solu-
tion to the problem, but once they do, let them get on with

the real adventuring. Use the environment as a dramatic
addition to another challenge—the same way a science
fiction movie suddenly remembers that space is a vacuum
just as the alien monster appears.

It’s not just about monsters. The planes are filled with
exotic, powerful, unique, and dangerous beings. It is easy for
planar adventures to fall into the trap of sending the party
off to kill Lughead, 187th Demon-Lord of the Abyss. But let’s
face it—given enough time, firepower, and healing spells,
your players can kill anything. And after they’ve done that
once or twice, where’s the challenge? Now, you could make
unkillable monsters (“Go kill Lughead, the Immortal

Demon-Lord.”). That’s quite the chal-
lenge once, but twice is unfair.

Instead, remember it’s all about per-
sonalities. Planar beings have problems
too. Maybe the yama of the Eighth Court
of Hell is failing to punish the deserving.
Evildoers are coming back into the world
with their souls unpurged, a situation
that simply will not do. It falls to the
player characters (PCs) to find out what’s
going on. (Why them? That’s another
problem, and a good source of adven-
ture.) Has the yama turned traitor to
his cause? Has he been bribed to look
the other way? Is he being blackmailed

with some terrible secret? Or is he just disconsolate because
his First Wife has run off with the Monkey King and his
heart is broken until she returns? Remember, you are send-
ing the party off to exotic places. Have exotic adventures!

Not all that glitters is gold. The planes have a reputation
as vast storehouses of exotic treasures, gold, magic, and all
the other things your players covet. When they go out to the
planes, they naturally expect plunder beyond their wildest
dreams. Show restraint and they think you’re a cheap SOB.
Reward them lavishly and your game just goes to pieces.
What’s a DM to do? 

David “Zeb” Cook

“
I get carried away

with the possibilities.

”
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Foreword 5
Well, not every reward has to be in coin.

Planar beings have a lot of powers, some of
which could prove quite useful. Suppose
they could call in one favor from a minor
Lord of Hell? A treasure beyond price, to be
sure, but one that needs to be used very,
very carefully. One wrong word in the ask-
ing, and they will be regretting things for a
very long time. As you can see, there’s more
to rewards than just coins.

Once you go, you can go back again.
Finally, don’t think of a visit to the planes as
a once-in-a-lifetime trip (unless, of course,
there’s a really messy death involved).
There’s no reason why characters can’t go
back or why new friends (and enemies)
can’t drop in for a visit. After all, you’ve gone
to the trouble of adding the planes to your
game, so make the most of it. Just imagine:
exotic characters popping in with urgent
requests from another world, hideous assas-
sins sent for revenge—that sort of thing
never happens in the movies! The point is,
you have a gold mine of material, so don’t
use it once and just throw it away!

But enough with the advice. There’s far
better of that in these pages, anyway. It’s
just that I get carried away with the possi-
bilities. (How about a plane where every
morning is literally a new day and no one
remembers the days before? What kind of
adventures could you have there?) Of all
the worlds and settings I ever created, none
excited me ever so much as the planes.

And that might have been the end of it,
but for the designers you’ll read here. They
already have long experience shaping and
guiding this creation and now they add
more. As much as I started the world of
Planescape, Monte, Wolfgang, Colin, and
Ray came to it and found something in it
that they liked. They claimed it as their own
and took it in directions I never expected,
but always with creativity and imagination.
And it still continues, to this day.

So, feeling a little like a proud parent,
here you go.

David “Zeb” Cook
February 2004
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Through the First Door
“Worlds beyond worlds, my friend. So many unknown kingdoms, distant lands and unreachable shores that it takes even 

an explorer’s breath away. Yes, I must admit it—even the most jaded among us is captivated by what lies beyond these

countless doorways.” —Adamar Courein, The True Explorers

I
n this product, we’re going to talk about cosmology a lot.

Cosmology is the planar landscape of your campaign world.

Beyond the kingdoms, lands, oceans, and mountains, it is

the larger universe—or multiverse—outside the boundaries of

the actual world. Where do demons come from? Where do the

celestials live? Where can you go using a plane shift spell? These

questions are addressed by your world’s cosmology. Many people

assume that they must use the cosmology described or implied

in the Core Rulebooks, but that’s simply not true. You can cre-

ate any kind of cosmology you want with your game.

Beyond Countless Doorways is a d20 game product that

provides a brand new cosmology for your campaign setting,

as well as descriptions for a number of worlds and planes

that you can use together or individually (no matter what

your campaign’s cosmology is like).

Beyond Countless Doorways owes a great deal of its inspira-

tion to the writings of Michael Moorcock. This isn’t for any

one specific idea—this book doesn’t describe the realms of

Arioch, Xiombarg, or the fierce grahluk—but instead for a

general look at the concept of a multiverse. Moorcock’s collec-

tive work describes a cosmology that has a virtually unlimited

number of worlds and planes, some much like ours, and some

very different. It is this basic inspiration that fuels this book.

A Planescape® Reunion
This product represents a reunion of creators and talent

from a few years back. Originally, TSR published a campaign

setting called Planescape®, dealing with the mystery and

majesty of the planes and the people who lived there. It was

an original D&D® setting, to say the least. It was as much

about ideas, imagination, and belief as it was about fighting

monsters and gaining treasure.

The authors, editors, proofreader, and cover artist in the

credits of this book are some of the same people who made

this setting happen and continued to support it with source-

books and adventures. While unfortunately not everyone

who ever worked on a Planescape product is represented,

many of the driving forces behind the line’s real innovations

are here in this book. It has been wonderful for us all to get

to work together again, in most cases for the first time in

many years. There’s absolutely nothing like getting creative

people together and seeing what they all come up with,

working alone and as a group.

To be clear, though, this is not a Planescape product. You

won’t find references here to the specific places, characters,

or other aspects of Planescape. What you will find is the same

embracing of wondrous ideas, the grandeur of unearthly pla-

nar locations, and imaginative and evocative writing. Fans of

Planescape will find similar chillingly horrific hells, beautiful

and amazing heavens, and everything in between.

Overview
Most of Beyond Countless Doorways is a gazetteer of fascinat-

ing planes ready for exploration and adventure. Within these

pages, you’ll find:

Chapter 1: The Countless Worlds. The first chapter offers

you a backdrop for the planes in this book (and any planes

of your own creation). You don’t have to use the material in

this chapter, but it might give you a good starting point.

Chapter 2: Avidarel, The Sundered Star. This chapter

presents a world where the sun has died and all is dark and

cold. Within its confines, however, Avidarel offers the spark

of hope that perhaps it could be restored to its former glory.

Chapter 3: Carrigmoor. One of the last cities of a

destroyed world, Carrigmoor’s portals once made it a hub 

for planar trade. Now, devastated by plague, it festers in

unchecked corruption, protected from ghoulish predators

and the harsh elements only by a jeweled dome.

Chapter 4: Curnorost, Realm of Dead Angels. Where do

angels go when they die? This plane, Curnorost, offers the

answer to that question, detailing a strange and somber

plane of lost treasures and forbidden knowledge.

Chapter 5: The Crystal Roads of Deluer. This chapter

presents a plane of elemental earth where crystalline roads

connect floating spheres of gemstones and rare metals.

Deluer is a difficult plane to enter, as its precious minerals

are well guarded.

Chapter 6: Dendri (Expansion 11). War rages on this

small moon that once was choked with web-strewn rain

forests. An invading army of formians tries to exterminate

the native aranea, raze all the forests, cover the world with

hive-cities, and turn Dendri into their latest conquest. But

the besieged spiderkin refuse to go gently into the night.

Chapter 7: Faraenyl. This pocket plane of splendor and

enchantment, where each of the four seasons holds sway over its

own lands, seems an idyllic place for travelers invited to revelries

Introduction
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